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4. 1.           Complete Movements & Kits 

  Quartz & Mechanical movements. Insertion & public movements.  
STANDARD QUARTZ MOVEMENTS    
Complete with fixing nut, hanger, washer etc. Takes standard I-shaft hands (5mm round hour & 2.8 x 3.5mm oval minute) Needs 10mm centre 
hole. Requires AA battery.  Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

STANDARD QUARTZ MOVEMENT: 12mm SHAFT Case 57mm wide X 52mm high. 17mm deep. 
Hanger, rubber washer and brass nut to hold the movement to the dial supplied. Dial thickness, 0.25-3.5mm. 
Sec. shaft, 0.8mm. Supplied with nut to hold the minute hand on, through which the second hand shaft 
passes. If no second hand, blind nut may be used, pt no. 0615 000515  

0473 000315  1+     £3.25 
5+     £2.92 
Pack of 10     £2.76 
Pack of 100     £2.60 

STANDARD QUARTZ MOVEMENT: 16mm SHAFT Case 57mm wide X 52mm high. 17mm deep. 
Hanger, rubber washer and brass nut to hold the movement to the dial supplied. Dial thickness, 3.5-7mm. 
Sec. shaft, 0.8mm. Supplied with nut to hold the minute hand on, through which the second hand shaft 
passes. If no second hand, blind nut may be used, pt no. 0615 000515  

0473 000115  1+     £3.25 
5+     £2.92 
Pack of 10     £2.76 
Pack of 100     £2.60 

STANDARD QUARTZ MOVEMENT: 21mm SHAFT Case 57mm wide X 52mm high. 17mm deep. 
Hanger, rubber washer and brass nut to hold the movement to the dial supplied. Dial thickness, 7-11mm. 
Sec. shaft, 0.8mm. Supplied with nut to hold the minute hand on, through which the second hand shaft 
passes. If no second hand, blind nut may be used, pt no. 0615 000515  

0473 000215  1+     £3.25 
5+     £2.92 
Pack of 10     £2.76 
Pack of 100     £2.60 

STANDARD QUARTZ MOVEMENT: 26mm SHAFT Case 57mm wide X 52mm high. 17mm deep. 
Hanger, rubber washer and brass nut to hold the movement to the dial supplied. Max dial thickness, 14mm. 
Sec. shaft, 0.8mm. Supplied with nut to hold the minute hand on, through which the second hand shaft 
passes. If no second hand, blind nut may be used, pt no. 0615 000515  

0473 000515  1+     £7.00 
5+     £6.30 
Pack of 10     £5.95 
Pack of 100     £5.60 

 
tablebreak  
HIGH TORQUE QUARTZ MOVEMENT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

HIGH TORQUE QUARTZ MOVEMENT For applications with longer than average hands, these have 
more strength than standard movements. Maximum dial thickness, 7mm. AA battery required. Normal I-
shift quartz hands fit the shafts.  

0633 000115  1+     £6.80 
3+     £6.12 
Pack of 10     £4.76  

tablebreak  
24 HOUR MOVEMENTS       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

24 HOUR QUARTZ MOVEMENT Quartz, with 24 hour motion work suitable for dials numbered 1 - 
24.  

1039 000115  1+    £14.50 
 

tablebreak  
CHIMING QUARTZ MOVEMENT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

CHIMING QUARTZ MOVEMENT Movement: 110mm wide, 28mm hand shaft, 105mm high 
excluding hanger & pendulum support. Remote mounted speaker: 72mm wide, 58mm high, 22mm thick, 
with 245mm lead wires. Adjustable pendulum length, max.300mm. May also be used without pendulum. 
Requires 2 x 'C' batteries, not supplied.  
Quartz movement with a choice of Westminster, 4x4 Westminster, 4x4 Ave Maria or Bim-Bam strike 
modes. Include a volume control knob, a "night silent" (no chimes from 11pm to 5.45am) 24hour On or 
Off'. The high quality sound is played through a small separate loudspeaker that can be mounted directly to 
the case. Excellent sound reproduction. Pendulum facilities are included as standard (length from centre to 
bottom, max 475mm), with brass bob and rod. Dials upto 13mm may be used. Full operating instructions 
are supplied.  

1045 000115  1+    £91.80 

 
tablebreak  
MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENT    
9.5mm shaft length    Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

MINI QUARTZ MOVEMENT: SUPPLIED WITH A SECONDS HAND We sell hands specifically 
designed for this movement: See chapter 6, ref. 1409 for suitable hands. Hour collet 3.4mm round. Minute 
collet 1.9mm round. Case diameter 52mm. Depth 17mm. Dial hole required 8mm. Max dial thickness 
3mm.  

1409 009515  1+    £12.00 

 

tablebreak  
QUARTZ CUCKOO MOVEMENT    
Complete quartz movement with speaker unit, bird with opening doors, dummy weight shells, hands and pendulum. Suitable case size 140 x 
170 x 7.5mm. Hand shaft to pendulum tip 260mm. Requires 2 x D cells not supplied.  Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

QUARTZ CUCKOO MOVEMENT Complete quartz movement with speaker unit, bird with opening 
doors, dummy weight shells, hands and pendulum. Suitable case size 140 x 170 x 7.5mm. Hand shaft to 
pendulum tip 260mm. Requires 2 x D cells not supplied.  

1470 000115  1+   £110.95 

 

tablebreak  
ACCESSORIES FOR QUARTZ MOVEMENTS       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

RUBBER WASHERS FOR QUARTZ MOVEMENTS 25 extra rubber washers.  0644 002515  1+     £4.30  

 

BLIND NUTS FOR QUARTZ MOVEMENTS 5 Blind I-shaft nuts for use when no second hand is 
used.  

0615 000515  1+     £2.60 
2+     £2.34 
Pack of 10     £2.21  

tablebreak  
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ANTI CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

ANTI CLOCKWISE MOVEMENT For novelty clocks. Similar to a standard unit, but runs anti-
clockwise. Maximum dial thickness, 7mm. AA battery required. I-shaft.  

0567 000115  1+     £7.50 
 

tablebreak  
PENDULUM DRIVE UNIT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

PENDULUM DRIVE UNIT Fits on our standard quartz unit (not included), to turn it into a pendulum 
movement. The pendulum has no bearing on the timekeeping. AA battery required. Rod length 250mm. 
(320mm from hand shaft to bottom of bob) 55mm bob. Contained in black box, length 140mm, width 
60mm.  

0530 000115  1+     £5.75 
2+     £4.60 

 

tablebreak  
VIENNA MOVEMENTS, SPRING DRIVEN    
Striking on half hour & full hours, complete with 150mm dial, clock hands, grid pendulum with bob, 12cm spiral gong , mounting bracket and key. Depth incl. handshaft 90mm. 
With silencing lever.   
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  SPRING WOUND VIENNA MOVEMENT B Pendulum length 25cm. Bob diameter 63mm. Pendulum swing 13cm.  0667 000215  1+   £366.20 
2  SPRING WOUND VIENNA MOVEMENT D Pendulum length 37cm. Bob diameter 80mm. Pendulum swing 16.5cm.  0667 000415  1+   £353.20 
3  VIENNA MOVEMENT 14 Day regulator movement, spring-driven with strike on wire gong at half and full hours. Complete 

set with diameter 150mm dial, clock hands, grid pendulum with bob, wire gong (12cm diameter), mounting bracket and winding 
key. With silencing lever. Pendulum length: 21.5cm. Bob Diameter: 63mm.  

0667 000515  1+   £348.65 

 
tablebreak  
CUCKOO MOVEMENTS    
Replacement units for cuckoo clocks. Complete with chains, weights, 240mm wooden pendulum, hand nut & washer. Half hour and full hour 
striking. Hands, Dial & Gong not included.  Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

CUCKOO MOVEMENT 1 DAY 275g weights. Weight drop 1720mm. Width 75mm Height 83mm. Hand 
shaft to top of movement 42mm.  

1006 300015  1+   £124.70 

CUCKOO MOVEMENT 8 DAY 1500g weights. Weight drop 2570mm. Width 85mm. Height 93mm. 
Hand shaft to top of movement 42mm.  

1006 080015  1+       N/A 
 

tablebreak  
FRENCH CLOCK TRANSFORMATION KIT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

FRENCH CLOCK TRANSFORMATION KIT  
A kit to make use of old French clocks that have lost their cases. Using simple hand tools, you can make 
use of a French movement that has lost its marble case and create an attractive mantle clock. The kit 
includes reeded brass pillars, finials, studding etc. but not the dome or base as these depend on the model 
of clock used. Full instructions supplied.  

0659 000115  1+    £67.60 

 
tablebreak  
8 DAY MOVEMENTS, SPRING DRIVEN    
Time only. Suitable for dials up to 12mm thick. 8mm centre hole. Complete with polished brass pendulum and key. Pendulum length is from 
hand shaft to tip of rod.  Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

8 DAY MOVEMENT 135mm SPRING DRIVEN TYPE A 43mm Bob. Swing 90mm.  0761 135015  1+   £110.55 
8 DAY MOVEMENT 270mm SPRING DRIVEN TYPE C 55mm Bob. Swing 120mm.  0761 273015  1+   £131.35  

tablebreak  
19TH CENTURY MORBIER MOVEMENT    
Copy of a typical 19c Morbier movement with iron cage and 4 pillars. Supplied with cord and weight hooks. Strikes half and hours on a cast 
brass bell. Requires 4.2kg weight. Suitable wall bracket is part number 1085 000115.  Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

19TH CENTURY MORBIER MOVEMENT ONLY A very good reproduction of the original 
movement.  

1143 000115  1+       N/A 

MORBIER MOVEMENT COMPLETE WITH SIDE PANELS AND HANDS. A very good 
reproduction movement.  

1144 000215  1+       N/A 
 

tablebreak  
MUSICAL BOX MOVEMENTS    
Approximately 52 x 44 x 21mm. Winder beneath the base.   Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

MUSIC BOX MOVEMENT, 18 NOTE. Plays Lara's Theme.  0647 000215  1+       N/A 
MUSIC BOX MOVEMENT, 18 NOTE. Plays Fur Elise.  0647 000415  1+       N/A  

tablebreak  
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AMERICAN REPRODUCTION MOVEMENTS       
Excellent reproductions of 19th century movements. All brass/steel construction.  
Please note that as a typical American movement, you may need to make minor adjustments to the numerous striking wires, triggers etc when the movement has been fitted. It is 
often necessary to adjust the count wheel and the fly on these units as they are easily put out of adjustment in transit.  
These movements are manufactured in Asia, and we have great difficulty obtaining stock of consistent specifications. We do spot checks on the stock arriving, but cannot guarantee 
that movements supplied will be exactly as described. However they are excellent value and with a little adjustment they make very authentic replacements for worn-out American 
movements. Key, 8 day pendulum bob and suspension not included (unless specified).  
You may require:  
3.75mm key 0333 037518, 8 day bob 0233 030015, Suspension 0239 000115   
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  AMERICAN STYLE STRIKING MOVEMENT Model C  
Type: Time and Strike, Shaft to bottom of bob: 250mm, Escapement position: Front, Front plate to shaft tip: 27mm, Plate width: 
92mm, Plate height: 135mm, Overal width inc wheels: 150mm, Overall height inc wheels: 150mm, Distance between winding 
shaft centres: 80mm, Gap between plates: 35mm, Mounted onto back of case or on dial support: Back, Horizontal gap between 
shaft & arbor centres: 33mm, Suitable 8 day bob part no: 0233 030015.  

0539 000415  1+    £61.80 

2  AMERICAN STYLE OPEN SPRING MOVEMENT Model D  
Type: Time & Strike, Shaft to bottom of bob: 100mm, Escapement position: Rear, Front plate to shaft tip: 40mm, Plate width: 
92mm, Plate height: 135mm, Overal width inc wheels: 150mm, Overall height inc wheels: 150mm, Distance between winding 
shaft centres: 80mm, Gap between plates: 35mm, Mounted onto back of case or on dial support: Dia;, Horizontal gap between 
shaft & arbor centres: 33mm.  

0539 001315  1+       N/A 

3  AMERICAN STYLE OPEN SPRING MOVEMENT Model E  
Type: Time & Strike, Shaft to bottom of bob: 300mm, Escapement position: Front, Front plate to shaft tip: 50mm, Plate width: 
92mm, Plate height: 135mm, Overal width inc wheels: 150mm, Overall height inc wheels: 150mm, Distance between winding 
shaft centres: 80mm, Gap between plates: 35mm, Mounted onto back of case or on dial support: Back, Horizontal gap between 
shaft & arbor centres: 44mm, Suitable 8 day bob part no: 0233 030015.  

0539 001415  1+    £57.05 

 
tablebreak  
INSERTION MOVEMENTS   
For china and wooden cases. Quartz movements have second hands.   
These normally fit into two types of case: 
A. China or metal cases, generally with circular holes in the front and back surfaces. The inside is hollow. 
B. Wooden cases, where a plain hole has been drilled right through the solid body. 
Mechanical movements are unsuitable for solid cases, because the spring has to expand into the hollow body. If it is restricted by a solid case, the clock will stop long before the 
spring has unwound. These movements are held in place simply by clamping the front bezel and the backplate together using screw threaded shafts and nuts. The case is 
sandwiched between the two. The diameter of the front bezel and backplate are therefore important when selecting a suitable unit. To select a suitable movement, identify a model 
that has a bezel large enough not to pass through the front hole.  
Clearly the movement diameter must be less than the front hole or it cannot be inserted. Movement backplates on modern clocks are fairly small compared to some old china 
clocks, and you may need to improvise if your case has a large hole in the back.   

tablebreak  
30 HOUR INSERTION MOVEMENTS    
Suitable for hole depth of 32-45mm. European made.    
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  30 HOUR INSERTION MOVEMENT 401 BRASS Bezel o/d 62mm. Hole o/d 55-60mm.  0546 040113  1+    £32.20 
2  30 HOUR INSERTION MOVEMENT 402 BRASS Bezel o/d 65mm. Hole o/d 55-60mm.  0546 040213  1+    £32.20 
3  30 HOUR INSERTION MOVEMENT 407 BRASS Bezel o/d 65mm. Hole o/d 55-60mm.  0546 040713  1+    £29.95 
4  30 HOUR INSERTION MOVEMENT 408 BRASS Bezel o/d 65mm. Hole o/d 55-63mm.  0546 040813  1+    £32.20  

tablebreak  
QUARTZ INSERTION MOVEMENTS    
A range of movements complete with dials, that can be fitted into hollow or solid cases. This range uses the LR1 battery - not included. See 
battery section ref. 0349 000115  
The range is fitted with centralised circular black plastic cased movements measuring 53mm outside diameter and 18mm thick. All feature 
bezel, dial, hands, seconds hands, and movement and come ready to use. Suitable for china, metal and wooden cases, the hole will need to have 
an outside diameter of at least 54mm wide, the bezel requires at least 5mm clearance, and each unit comes with 4 intergrated steel retaining 
wires which can be trimmed as required.  
No backplate is included, however we do sell small (68mm) and large (83mm) backplates to fit these movements, as detailed below.    
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  QUARTZ INSERTION MOVEMENT Outside diameter 63mm, with black Arabic numerals and black baton style hands with 
point. Brass bezel and white dial. Has 'Made in Germany' below bottom numeral.  

0546 142417  1+       N/A 

2  QUARTZ INSERTION MOVEMENT Outside diameter 63mm, with black Roman numerals on a white lozenge. Black fancy 
hands, Brass bezel and gilt dial. Has 'West Germany' below bottom numeral.  

0546 142717  1+       N/A 

3  INSERTION MOVEMENT BACKPLATE KIT SMALL; 68mm Includes backplate, with two 40mm extending pillars and 
two nuts.  

0546 150017  1+     £9.50 

4  INSERTION MOVEMENT BACKPLATE KIT LARGE; 83mm Includes backplate, with two 40mm extending pillars and 
two nuts.  

0546 160017  1+     £9.50 
 
tablebreak  
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MAINS SYNCHRONOUS MOVEMENT       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

MAINS SYNCHRONOUS MOVEMENT 220v-240v 50Hz. 65mm x 30mm deep. Integral hanging 
bracket. Standard hand fittings:- 5mm & 2.80mm x 3.5mm. Second hand facility. Case to shaft tip 23mm. 
Max. dial thickness: 8mm. Suitable for our standard quartz hands.  

0645 002315  1+    £30.40 

 

 

SECOND HAND FOR SYNCHRONOUS MOVEMENT 130mm red.  0645 013018  1+     £5.10  

tablebreak  
MINIATURE PUBLIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS        
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  MINIATURE PUBLIC CLOCK TRANSFORMER 240-24v 240v/24v transformer. One per movement is needed.  0760 000415  1+    £31.40  
tablebreak  
PUBLIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS        
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      Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020

1  STANDARD PUBLIC CLOCK MOVEMENT, V20.  
This movement is suitable for dials upto 12mm thick, with our hands up to 375mm, when colleted and counter-balanced. A 
general purpose 240v 50Hz movement suitable for exterior clock dials and signs, when used with counter-balanced hands. It has 
a conventional rear hand setting knob.  
The non-ferrous construction is housed in a splashproof, dustproof case 150mm high x 80mm wide x 75mm deep. The 12mm 
diameter shaft is 55mm long in total and is supplied complete with collets and dial centre fixing nuts.  

0760 000815  1+   £306.85 

2  EXTERIOR MOVEMENT INTERMEDIATE, V30.  
This movement is suitable for dials upto 12mm thick, with our hands up to 410mm, when colleted and counter-balanced. A 
general purpose 240v 50Hz movement suitable for exterior clock dials and signs, when used with counter-balanced hands. It has 
a conventional rear hand setting knob.  
The non-ferrous construction is housed in a splashproof, dustproof case 160mm high x 120mm wide x 140mm deep.  

0760 001215  1+       N/A 

3  HEAVY DUTY 240v UNIT SYNCHRONOUS, V40.  
This movement is suitable for dials upto 12mm thick, with our hands up to 530mm, when colleted and counter-balanced. Well 
constructed 240v 50Hz movement suitable for exterior clock dials and signs, when used with counter-balanced hands. It has a 
rear hand setting knob, and the hands can also be adjusted from the front. The non-ferrous construction is housed in a 
splashproof, dustproof case 160mm high x 120mm wide x 140mm deep. The 1" / 25.4mm diameter shaft is 60mm long in total 
and is supplied complete with collets and dial centre fixing nuts.  

0760 000515  1+       N/A 

4  EXTENSION DRIVE FOR EXTERIOR MOVEMENT  
These allow the above movements to be mounted behind a brick wall without affecting the accuracy of the timekeeping. 100mm 
to 500mm available. Each one is made to suit, and fits directly onto the clock shafts.  
1" / 25.4mm diameter shaft, up to 300mm in length  
Shafts up to 1,000mm in length can be made. Please note that extension shafts cannot be fitted to our domestic movement.  

0760 000915  1+   £172.75 

 
tablebreak  
FIXING KIT FOR EXTENSION DRIVE       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

FIXING KIT FOR EXTN. DRIVE This board with brass bush is fixed to the inner wall. It supports 
movements with extended shafts, and allows the shaft position to be adjusted easily, to position the hands 
as close as possible to the dial. 300mm square. 20mm thick.  

1188 000115  1+    £49.65 

 

tablebreak  
PUBLIC CLOCK RESYNCHRONISER       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

PUBLIC CLOCK RE-SYNCHRONISER  
You can minimize the effect of power interruptions with this mains re-synchroniser. All breaks in the 
power supply are timed. After a power cut of at least 15 seconds, the mains supply to the clock is switched 
off for 12 hours less the accumulated time. This allows the clock to start again at the correct time.  
Additional features include Summer/Winter (BST/GMT) adjustment at the press of a switch and clock 
power control. It is also fitted with an internal battery that has a minimum life of 5 years and is trickled 
charged from the mains. Up to four of our mains synchronous movements can be run from this unit.  
Weight 800g. 180mm high, 230mm wide, 85mm deep.  

1189 000115  1+   £700.50 

 
tablebreak  
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MASTER CLOCK CONTROLLER       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

MASTER CLOCK CONTROLLER  
Guarantee accuracy of a public clock by using the radio signals transmitted by MSF clock. This atomic 
clock is very accurate and the signals cover an area up to 1000km from the MSF and can therefore be 
picked up almost anywhere in the U.K. We cannot, of course, guarantee proper reception in every 
geographic location. The transmitter sends out a British time signal which is monitored by the unit. At the 
GMT/BST changes, the clock either stops for one hour or eleven hours. During power failures, the hands 
will stop but the unit will continue to monitor the time using trickle charged batteries until power is 
restored. When power is restored, the hands will remain stationary until they show the correct time. Will 
operate up to four synchronous movements.  
Weight 800g. 180mm high, 230mm wide, 85mm deep.  

1190 000115  1+       N/A 

 
tablebreak  
ROTARY PENDULUM DRIVES       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

ROTARY PENDULUM DRIVE 52 x 60mm base, 20mm base height, 75mm total height, 50mm 
pendulum height, 37mm pendulum width.  

1195 526015  1+       N/A 
 

 

400 DAY ROTARY QUARTZ MOVEMENT Fully working rotary quartz movement which oscillates to 
mimic many 400 day designs. Total height 85mm, width 58mm square. Runs on 1 "AA" battery which is 
not included. This is for aesthetic purposes only and not a timekeeping device.  

1195 040015  1+    £19.85 

 

tablebreak  
BLACKSTONE ANTI-CLOCKWISE CLOCK       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

BLACKSTONE ANTI- CLOCKWISE CLOCK 190mm wide, 180mm print, 30mm deep.  
Numbered and going anti-clockwise, the 'Blackstone' clock is an amusing and reliable timepiece; hang one 
on the wall and see who notices!  
Battery operated quartz wall clock.  
Circular white plastic case with metal dial.  
Often to be seen in bars, hotels and kitchens.  

0213 000115  1+    £21.90 

 
tablebreak  
MOVEMENT AG       Price per unit in £ on 27/12/2020  

 

1-DAY WEIGHT DRIVEN MOVEMENT Movement without strike or chime, fitted in a wooden box. 
Complete with chain, wire pendulum, cast weight (250g), and clock hands (28/23mm). Pendulum length: 
23cm. Centre hole diameter: 6mm min. Dial thickness: Upto 12mm.  

1155 000115  1+       N/A 

 

tablebreak  
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1,000'S OF CUSTOMERS NOW USE OUR AUTOMATED

SALES LINE BECAUSE THEY GET...
Same day despatch*..................

Free postage & packing**........

Free 0800 phone call .................

24 hour operation .....................

Price & availability info ...........

Technical data ...........................

Details on  recent orders ..........

All backed up by our huge range of products, massive stocks and competitive prices.

Call Harvey on

020 8842 3042

HOW DO I USE IT?
Using your telephone keypad, simply dial 020 8842 3042 and select from the menu of options you will
hear.

You will need to identify yourself by keying in your customer number (not your old delivery point
code) and your secret pin. If you don’t know these, please call 00 8843 0303 during working hours.

Using your phone keypad, simply key in the part numbers or answers to the prompts. You’ll find the
system easy to use, and extremely friendly. If you have any problems, our trained staff are on hand to
help you during the working day.

*Call before 11am on weekdays for same day despatch. **Free postage only applies to UK orders, and not to heavy or bulky items such as books, fluids, domes
etc. or very low value orders.  Cannot be used in addition to other special discounts.

Tips:
Hash is the ‘#’ key under the 9.

Be prepared. Write down all the
information you will need before
you call.

Use a tone telephone. If you hear
tones when you dial (not clicks)
then you have a tone phone. Many
telephones have a small switch on
the side to select DTMF tone
dialling. A pulse telephone will not
operate the system.

Write down the confirmation
number. You will hear this when
the order has been accepted.

To use the system, you need a
modern telephone and your 

CUSTOMER NO:
&
PIN:

MENU
1: Price and availability
2: Technical info
3: Despatch information
4: Place a new order
5: Back-order info

Prices

Enter the part number.
You will hear the current price.

Technical

Despatch

Orders

Choose whether you want the
information faxed or posted. Enter
the part number (and your fax no.)

You will hear information about
your recent orders.

Enter the part numbers and
quantities you wish to order.

Non account holders will be asked
for credit card details.

You will have the option of a faxed
confirmation.

Backorders You will hear information about
your back-orders.




